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.HEW DORMITORY PLANS ALL STUDENTS ELIGIBLE CONSTITUTION DRAWN UP GOLD FOOTBALLS GIVEN GYPSY LIFE DESCRIBED 
RAPIDLY PROGRESSING FOR WHITLOCK PRIZES BY FRATERNITY COUNCIL TO COOPER AND KNUREK BY PROFESSOR STARKIE 
~ 
B1ds to be Awarded May 1 to the 
Contractors-McKirnm, Mead, 
and White, Architects 
WORK TO BEGIN IN JUNE 
President Ogilby Issues Statement 
in Regards to New Building; 
Ground Recently Tested 
for Foundations. 
Upon the recent decision of the 
trustees of Trinity College, that im-
mediate preparations be made for the 
construction of a new dormitory, 
Cook Hall, the architects, of the firm 
of McKimm, Mead, and White, Incor-
porded, of New York City, are mak-
ing rapid progress on the plans, which 
together with the other specific de-
tails will be completed by May 1, at 
which time they will be turned over 
to the various contractors for bids. 
As work will be begun in June, the 
building will be entirely roofed over 
for the coming winter. 
In a special communication to THE 
TRIPOD, President Oilby stated: 
"The present plans call for a dining 
room and a kitchen to take the place 
of the present commons. The dining 
room will be so arranged that it may 
be used for such occasions as the an-
nual Faculty-Freshman Dinner, and 
yet be pleasant for a small group of 
men who will eat there regularly. 
It might be expected that various un-
dergraduate classes may wish to dine 
there together at certain times in the 
year. There will be a small breakfast 
room where quick breakfast can be 
served to a frenzied undergraduate 
who has to make chapel, or a more 
leisurely breakfast for a lazy one who 
has no classes until 10.20 a. m. 
"Most of the dormitory space will 
be divided into sections on the same 
general plan as that of the existing 
dormitories, with a few changes, how-
ever, for men desiring to live alone. 
There will be bathroom facilities on 
~very floor. All studies will be pro-
vided with fireplaces and every detail 
will be arranged so as to enable stu-
dents to make their rooms attractive 
as well as comfortable. 
"The exterior architecture will fol-
low the same type as that of the 
existing buildings with certain chang-
es making them even more attractive. 
There will be an arched entrance to 
Dean Hood, Professor Allen and 
Professor Humphrey to Act 
as Judges at Trials 
As a result of the recent announce-
ment of President Ogilby, that the 
preliminary trials for the Whitlock 
and Brown prizes in public speaking· 
will take place on Friday evening, 
April 4, in the public speaking room, 
Professor Morse S. Allen of the 
English department states that there 
are so far but two contestants, upper 
classmen, who have submitted their 
names for the coming event. Dean 
Hood, Professor Allen, and Professor 
Humphrey will act as judges, picking 
the winners of the trials to compete 
in the final contest which will be held 
soon after the Easter recess. As yet 
the final judges of the finals, con-
sisting of persons outside the college, 
have not been chosen by President 
Ogilby. 
Two prizes founded by a legacy of 
Mrs. Lucy C. Whitlock of Great Bar-
rington, Massachusetts, bearing the 
name of her son, Frank K. Whitlock, 
who was a graduate of the class of 
1870, will be open for the competition 
of all students. The net sums awarded 
by the Whitlock prizes will amount 
to $30 and $20, respectively. The 
other prize, which will be given to 
the senior who shall write and deliver 
an oration in the best manner, was 
founded in 1897 by Mrs. Martha W. 
Brown, of Hartford, in memory of 
her husband, MJl'. F. A. Brown. The 
contestants for the Whitlock prizes 
will be judged in regard to the com-
position of their original material, 
and their speeches will be but ten 
minutes at the most. 
President Ogilby and Professor 
Allen both have stated that they 
would like to see an increased de-
velopment among Trinity men in the 
art of public speaking, as there have 
been few men who have taken advan-
tage of the present opportunity now 
offered this year as in the past, by 
the college itself. Although the 
(Continued on pace 6.) 
C. E. JACOBSON ELECTED 
1931 CLASS PRESIDENT 
Schmolze Vice-President; Laubin 
Secretary; Ivy Dedicated 
to Trowbridge 
the campus constructed beyond the At the second regular elections 
present history room, corresponding meeting of the Class of 1931 last 
to the ·one adjoining the library, and week, C. E. Jacobson was elected 
also archways leading through to president by a unanimous vote of the 
Boardman Hall on the south." · class. The other officers were H. E. 
When the ground was being tested Schmolze, vice-president, and C. E. 
recently for the new dormitories, it Laubin, who was re-elected to the 
was found that bedrock existed with- position of secretary-treasurer. At 
in eight or ten feet from the surface the same time, the class voted to 
of earth. This will aid considerably dedicate the 1931 "Ivy" to the memory 
in the construction of Cook Hall, and of Samuel Breck Parkman Trow-
will not entail as much work in exca- bridge of the Class of 1883. 
vation as in the new chapel. The Jacobson, who is business manager 
test holes have been sunk in front of of the "Ivy", has been active in other 
the present commons, and the' new extra-curricular activities; he is a 
dormitories will be an extension of member of the Athenaeum debating 
Seabury Hall, then running perpen- team which won the recent contest 
dicularly in a line with the Williams with Storrs, and is on the business 
Memorial. board of THE TRIPOD. He succeeds 
With the present dormitories and D. B. McCook as president of the 
fraternity houses filled to their ca- class. 
Representatives of the Different 
Fraternities Formulate Five 
Articles and By-Laws 
Treasurer of College Given 
Same Office in Athletic 
Association 
Speaker Illustrates His Lecture 
with Selections on His Violin 
and Several Slides 
TO BE COMPLETED SOON 
New Constitu,tion Provides that Each 
Fraternity Shall be Represented 
by Two Members, One Junior 
and One Senior. 
In concluding the present basket-
ball season the athletic association of 
Trinity College, at a meeting held in 
the Williams .Memorial on Friday 
evening awarded letters and numerals 
to those men of the 'varsity and junior 
'varsity teams !fulfilling the game 
requirements of the past schedule. In 
EARLY HISTORY OBSCURE 
Lecturer Declares that He Himself 
Ran Away from Home at Age of 
Thirteen and Wandered About 
Ireland with Fiddler. 
At the last meeting of the Inter- addition to those granted letters, two 
fraternity Council, held last Monday other regulars of the football team 
evening, March 24, the representa-
tives of all fraternities on campus 
with the exception of Sigma Nu and 
Alpha Tau Kappa were present when 
the chief matter for discussion was 
the drafting and approval of a con-
stitution and by-laws. In the five 
were given gold footballs signifying 
that they had taken part in thirteen 
full games in their college career. 
Gerald T. Reuter, '32, of Waterbury, 
was named assistant manager of bas-
ketball for next year, with Ralph S. 
Christy, '32, of Westerly, Rhode 
Island, manager of the junior 'varsity 
team, and Herbert F. Norman, '32, of 
articles which were formally approved New Haven, assistant manager of 
by all members present, nothing def- tennis. 
inite was stated as to the future ca- The members of the 'varsity basket-
pacity in which the council would ball team who were presented with 
· th f t Th t their letters for the year were: Captain 
pursue m e u ure. e presen B' II N D Ch K k . . . 1sse , ye, es amps, nure , 
articles are those pertammg to the Fleming, and Slossberg, while Cap-
creation of the executive offices to- tain Meier, Golino, Bialick, Duksa, 
gether with regulations regarding Spray, Leo, Bobrow, and Manager 
representation of the various frater- Isherwood of the junior 'varsity re-
nities and the future procedure of all ceived class numerals. The gold foot-
balls were awarded to Captain Coop-
meetings. Upon the approval of the er, and Adam Knurek. 
absent members, the present frag- The major change requested by Mr. 
ment of the constitution will be def- Irving Partridge when he resigned 
initely incorporated by a unanimous the position as graduate treasurer of 
vote of all parties concerned. It is the Advisory Council of the Athletic 
expected that the complete constitu- Association, was that the treasurer of 
tion will probably be completed at the the college be authorized to become 
next meeting to be he1d next Monday the treasurer of the Athletic Associa-
afternoon at 4.30 p. m., in St. An- tion thus concentrating all the college 
thony Hall. finances in the one office. At the 
The five articles of the constitution Council meeting on Friday, full per-
which now await the approval of the mission was granted to make the 
fraternities are: necessary changes in the c<fnstitution 
Article I.-The name of this or- and by-laws, so as to designate the 
ganization shall be the Interfraternity treasurer of the college, treasurer of 
Council of Trinity College. the Athletic Association, and a mem-
Article 11.-The purpOSEl\ of this her of the Advisory Council. 
Council shall be the establishment and 
maintenance of harmony, cooperation, 
and uniformity in all interfraternity 
relationships. 
Article III. Section 1.-This Coun-
cil shall be composed of two under-
graduate members of each fraternity 
subscribing to this constitution. 
Section 2.-The representatives of 
each fraternity on the Council shall 
be, preferably, one Junior and one 
Senior, to be chosen as the various 
fraternities may see fit; the Junior 
representative to be the Senior rep-
resentative the succeeding year. 
Section 3.-The representatives of 
£ach fraternity on the Council shall 
remain the same throughout the Col-
lege year, when possible. 
Article IV. Section 1.-The offi-
cers of the Council shall be a presi-
dent, vice-president, and secretary-
treasurer. 
Section 2.-It shall be the duty of 
the president to preside over all regu-
lar and special meetings. He shall 
furnish information concerning the 
fraternity system to any undergradu-
ate who may so desire, and perform 
such other duties as the Council shall 
assign him from time to time. 
Section 3.-The vice-president shall 
assume the duties of the president in 
the absence of or disability of the 
latter. 
THREE FELLOWSHIPS 
AVAILABLE IN JUNE 
Recipients Allowed to Study 
at University of 
Own Choice 
According to the recent announce-
ment of Professor Frank Cole Bab-
bitt, secretary of the faculty, three 
fellowships will be awarded to mem-
bers of the senior class at Commence-
ment in June 1930, entitling them to 
an extended course of study at any 
of the leading universities after grad-
uation. Applicants for the Russell 
and Terry Fellowships are asked by 
the members of the faculty to consult 
the Faculty Committee on Graduate 
Students, after which time the record 
of . all applicants will be considered. 
In opening, Professor Starkie ex-
plained ·why he thought gypsy life 
necessary to our modern civilization. 
In the first place, life in the present 
day was very monotonous, which 
meant that travel seldom made one's 
home surroundings more interesting. 
Then again the wanderer always 
played an important part in literature 
and music. To substantiate his state-
ment, Dr. Starkie mentioned Homer 
as an example, coupling with the 
latter the fact that most modern lit-
erature springs from the legends of 
wanderers. 
Very little was known about the 
history of the gypsy, since the gypsy 
was by nature furtive and mysterious. 
Because of these two qualities the 
gypsy had always been a source of 
romance to rustics, and it was re-
markable to see how much time 'had 
been spent by modern scholars in at-
tempting to fathom the origin of 
these strange people. All that one 
1.-new was these nomads once lived 
in northwestern India and in Greece, 
because of the characteristics of their 
language, and that they advanced in-
to Europe in about the year 1417. 
They reached England in 1505 and 
gained real prominence in Hungary, 
Rumania, and Spain, although they 
were persecuted elsewhere. Instead 
of harming the race, persecution 
strengthened their influence by mak-
ing them "self-reliant brigands", 
when, in Queen Elizabeth's reign the 
situation became so serious in Eng-
land that crimes of vagrancy were 
made punishable by decapitation. In 
modern times the gypsy race is slow-
ly dying out, according to Professor 
Starkie, and is therefore losing its 
prestige under the advance of mod-
ernism. 
As the gypsies have a vast lore of 
legends and superstitions, it was ex-
plained that they began their jour-
neying and thievery because of the 
old tale that when Mary, the Mother 
of God saw a gypsy forging nails for 
the cross of her son, Christ, she placed 
a curse upon gypsies. The forger 
took pity on Christ and made three 
nails instead of the usual four. There-
fore gypsies are allowed to steal once 
in seven years, but as Dr. Starkie ex-
plained that gypsies were careless of 
their time, and often underestimated 
the six required years of honesty. An 
old superstition similarly explains 
their tendency toward kidnapping. 
It is desired to have as many bap-
tized children in the tribe as possible, 
because baptism is thought to bring 
luck. The most prominent custom 
was that of marriage among the gyp-
sies, the father of the bride often 
spending his entire fortune in pro-
viding for the wedding, a long feast 
of dancing and drinking. 
pacity, the trustees recently voted to Schmolze, who succee.ds J. E. Good-
start work with the funds left by ing as vice-president, is manager-
Charles W. Cook of Windsor, who elect of football, a member of the 
died in 1912. Half of the residuary Sophomore Dining Club, and sings 
~state, subject to a life interest for in the Glee Club. Laubin is president 
the benefit of Mr. Cook's sister, who of the Gun Club, and a member of 
died several years ago was paid over the "Ivy" and TRIPOD boards. 
to the college in 1927. It was speci- The late Mr. Trowbridge, to whose 
fied that the money be used for a memory the "Ivy" was dedicated, was 
dormitory at the college, but when the the original architect, and partial 
money was paid over . it was felt that donor in his will, of the new Trow-
Section 4.-The secretary-treasurer 
shall perform the usual duties of that 
office and any other duties that may 
be assigned to him by the Council 
from time to time. He shall assume 
the duties of president in case of the 
disability or absence of both the presi-
dent and vice-president. 
The Terry Fellowship was estab-
lished by Miss Mary A. Terry of Hart-
ford for the benefit of a graduate of 
Trinity College who is to study 
science or arts in the United States 
or abroad. It was distinctly under-
stood by the donor that the fellow-
ship is to be awarded for graduate 
study rather than professional study. 
This makes a student who wishes to 
study professionally after graduation 
at Trinity ineligible for this scholar-
ship. A former professor at Trinity, 
Dr. W. R. Martin, suggested to Miss 
Terry that this fund be provided to 
establish a fellowship of this kind. The 
Fellow is chosen annually by the 
president upon recommendation of 
In an account of his own experienc-
es with the gypsies, Dr. Starkie de-
clared that he ran away from home 
at the age of thirteen, and traveled 
throughout Ireland with a fiddler. 
After serving with the· Italian forces 
in the late war, he began his journey 
again with another band and went 
throughout Spain and Italy, having 
(Continued on. page 2.) · -( Continued on page 5.) bridge Memorial Gymnasium unit. (Continued on page 2.) (Continued on page 2.) 
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MODERN INDIA DESCRIBED 
BY PROFESSOR PERKINS 
Members of Political Science 
Club Hear Physics Professor 
in St. Anthony Hall 
VISITS NATIVE VILLAGE 
Travels Seven Hundred Miles from 
the Coast and Sees Typical 
Small Native Community 
in Heart of India. 
THREE FELLOWSHIPS 
AVAILABLE IN JUNE. 
(Continued from page 1.) 
the Faculty. The stipend of six hun-
dred dollars is awarded for a period 
of one year. 
The H. E. Russell Fellowship was 
established in 1893 by a legacy of 
ten thousand dollars providing an in-
come of five hundred dollars for the 
Fellow who is to hold the Fellowship 
for two years. This, like the Terry 
Fellowship, is awarded for graduate 
study only, the purpose as set forth 
in the will of Mr. Russell, "to advance 
Under the auspices of the Political sound learning by affording young 
Science Club at the meeting held last 
Thursday evening at St. Anthony, 
Professor Henry A. Perkins of the 
Physics department, who has recently 
men leisure and opportunity to con-
tinue their studies after being grad-
uated at Trinity College." 
The W. H. Russell Fellowship was 
THE TRIPOD 
REPUTATION OF VIRGIL 
DISCUSSED BY BARRET 
Delivers Address Before Literary 
Club at Last Meeting 
Held March 18 
VIRGIL ALSO MAGICIAN 
L. L. Scaife, Assistant in the GreP.k 
DP.partment, Delivers Paper on 
the Value of Training 
in the Classics. 
Virgil's magic, both having long since 
been discredited by a scientific world. 
In a preliminary paper L. L. Scaife, 
assistant in the Greek Department1 
read a paper under . the appellation, 
"The Classics", in which he gave the 
reasons why a student should acquaint 
himself with both Latin and Greek in 
his scholastic life. He cited many 
courses in college which are depend-
ent on the classics, and a knowledge 
of the classics for a thorough under-
standing of the subject. He stressed 
the point that although many of the 
colleges are dropping the study of 
Greek and Latin from their curricu-
lum, many universities, Harvard 
among them, are establishing examin-
ations on the Bible, Shakespeare, and 
the classical writers so that students 
BASEBALL TEAM HOPES 
FOR EXCELLENT SEASON 
Pitching Staff Reinfo~ced 
Transfers from Iowa 
and Princeton 
by 
Calling attention to the fact that 
most of the schools of America and of 
the world are this yea:r commemorat-
ing the 2,000th anniversary of Publius 
Vergilius Maro, better known as Vir-
gil, Professor LeRoy C. Barret of the 
·eturned from a trip around the world, established in 1927 yielding an annual might read for pleasure the best that 
addressed members of the Club to- Latin Department in his essay read men have written. 
Although the diamond is not yet in 
condition for use, the baseball squad 
has had several outdoor practice ses-
sions, while the battery candidates 
are working out in the old gymna-
sium, with the pitchers showing good 
form. The hurling staff will be con-
siderably strengthened by the addi-
tion of several freshm~m and t~ans­
fers, together with Adams and Watt 
who figured prominently with the reg-
ulars last season. Among the other 
?andidates who have progressed rap-
Idly under Coach Wright's guiding 
hand are Ray Bialick, former mounds-
man for the Iowa State University 
freshman team last year, and Arm-
strong, a Princeton transfer who, al-
though ineligible for intercollegiate 
athletics then, pitched against the 
'varsity in batting practice. Adams is 
showing his usual good form, accord-
ing to Coach W'right and should repeat 
his successes of last year. The other 
contenders for regular positions as 
moundsmen are Graham, Boeger, Cul-
len, and Watt, who became Coach 
Merriman's chief relief men last year. 
g
ether with several other guests, on income of five hundred dollars, also before the Literary Club on the eve-
held for two years by the Fellow. 
'Impressions of Modern India." Pro- ning of March 18, discussed Virgil in 
The increase in the principal of this 
f 
regard to: (1) the effect of his works 
essor Perkins ·described in detail his fund will shortly justify the establish-
on all subsequent Latin concerning 
grammar and style, (2) his being con-
sidered the poet and philosopher su-
preme, (3) his representing of his 
nationality, (4) his magic. 
various experiences as well as the 
serious racial and political problems 
now facing India. 
Upon the muddy waters of the 
Hoogly delta, Professor Perkins re-
ceived his first glimpse of Indian 
ife when, en route to Calcutta, his 
steamer passed a fleet of native boats 
on pilgrimage to a sacred shrine, 
filled with pilgrims clearly illustrat-
ment of another fellowship under this 
fund, raising the total number avail-
able to four. 
In awarding fellowships, scholastic 
record of applicants is carefully con-
sidered and in addition the general 
standing of the student together with 
the promise of future usefulness, re-
ceives the attention of the president 
and faculty. No restriction is placed 
ng the two phases of Indian life, the as to the university attended, but 
squalor, filth, and lack of sanitation; some indication of this must be given 
and the physical beauty, charm, and at time of application. 
deep spiritual feeling, truly repre-
sentative of the three hundred and 
fifty million inhabitants of the coun-
try. In like manner the temple of 
Kali Ghat, referred to in Katherine 
Mayo's "Mother India", was described 
with the hordes of beggars and holy 
men surrounding it. 
While in Calcutta Professor Per-
kins visited the Science Hall of the 
University, where he saw the excel-
le:nt equipment and work being per-
formed by the native scientists. From 
Calcutta to Darjeeling the trip of 
sixteen hours was picturesque, while 
the scene at the Darjeeling Bazaar 
was most emphasized. According to 
Professor Perkins, the people were 
.cosmopolitan in every sense. "The 
whole scene was strange and fantas-
tic, and gave an impressive idea of 
the mixture of races the British have 
to rule." 
Benares was a city abounding in 
amazing sights with its dirty narrow 
streets, its temples, and many Ghats 
on the river banks. The funeral 
pyres were of interest, since the 
corpses were not always entirely cov-
ered, and one could occasionally see 
protruding arms and legs. On the 
banks of the sacred river Ganges 
which flows through the city many 
bathers gathered to purge their sins 
in the waters, together with the holy 
men who usually sat in meditation 
there. Seven hundred miles from the 
city Professor Perkins visited a native 
village where he gained an idea of 
the typical small Indian community, 
of which there are 750,000 in the 
country. 
Having passed on to the Kyber 
Pass, the gateway to India for thou-
sands of years, and Delhi where he 
witnessed a stirring ceremony in the 
Juna Wasjid, he arrived at Bombay 
just as a riot was taking place be-
tween the Hindus and the Mohamme-
dan Parthans, and parts of the city 
were being guarded under martial 
law. Here in Bombay he found ex-
cellent opportunity to study the hous-
ing situation, with as many as thirty-
five persons living in one room at the 
same time. A brief description was 
giVen of the various mission stations 
including that of Sholapur, one of 
the penal colonies of the robber castes 
where the degree of confinement 
imposed upon the · castes va:cied ac-
·Cording to their criminality. Most 
interesting were descriptions of the 
visits paid in the homes of wealthy 
Mohammedans in Secundem, as it was 
learned that there was a clear mark 
CONSTITUTION DRAWN UP 
BY FRATERNITY COUNCIL. 
(Continued from page 1.) 
Article V.---4.t the last regular 
meeting of the Council of each year 
the president, vice-president, and sec-
retary-treasurer shall be elected. 
These officers so elected shall hold 
office until their successors have been 
appointed. 
GYI'SY LIFE DESCRIBED 
BY PROFESSOR STARKIE. 
(Continued from page 1.) 
completed a trip in Hungary and Ru-
mania, where the gypsy girls were 
hired to dance in cafes in order to 
induce the peasants to spend their 
money on wine and food. 
At the conclusion of the lecture, Dr. 
Starkie played several violin numbers 
illustrating various types of gypsy 
music, which played such an impor-
"tant part in their life. Furtner 
sketches of character were empha-
sized by the large collection of pic-
turesque stereopticon views which 
brought the program to a close. 
of distinction between the culture and 
refinement of these types and the 
superstition and ignorance of the 
poorer classes. 
After describing his visits at Mrs. 
Annie Besan's Theosophical Institute 
in Madras where he saw the library, 
chapels, and a memorial to its found-
ers, Mme. Olevatski and Colonel Ol-
cott, an American Civil War veteran, 
Professor Perkins depicted the great 
Temple of Madura, three hundred 
miles south of Madras as his last 
glimpse of India. The temple with 
its smaller shrines dedicated to Shiva 
and his wife Mirakshi, richly adorned 
with carvings and statues of the 
deities, present the true impression 
of the art and superstitions of an-
cient India. 
In closing the lecture, Professor 
Perkins spoke of the problems con-
fronting India. The most important 
was the settlement of the disagree-
ments existing between the various 
religious sects, and then those of in-
dustry, agriculture, medicine, and 
finally "Home Rule." 
Professor Barret first, as an intro-
duction, said that by the different in-
scriptions placed on many of the me-
morials and tombs of Virgil's family 
it might well be inferred that Virgil 
was of Samnite or Italic Stock. 
As to his personal acquaintances, 
the speaker said that Virgil had 
friends of the highest character, taste, 
and ability, and went further to say 
that not only were his inner circle 
friends loyal and his staunchest advo-
cates, but the entire Roman populace 
had been known to cheer him on sev-
eral occasions-an honor worthy an 
emperor. Indeed, so intent were they 
to give Virgil his due that the poet, 
shy and retiring as he was, had to 
take refuge in a doorway, nearby 
house, or wha~ever offered itself to 
his panic. 
The use of Virgil's works in schools, 
the speake1· went on to say, was 
started even before the poet had died. 
The Eclogues and Georgics, and later 
the Aeneid were considered prereq-
uisite to all advanced learning in the 
first and second centuries of the em-
pire. All grammarians, yes, and 
some of his contemporaries, consid-
ered his work the highest develop-
ment attainable in the Latin language 
from the introduction of the study of 
Virgil down to the second century re-
action, and even then almost every 
Latin writer showed Virgilian influ-
ence. 
. During the middle ages, due to 
Captain Knurek will fill the center 
field, and Slossberg will likewise re-
turn to left field, while the aspirants 
for the right field are Meier, Rey-
nolds, Cotter, and Leo. The receiving 
end left vacant by the · graduation o~ 
Cutler last June, probably will be 
filled by Phippen, with McKee and 
Becker alternating. 
Although the present ·schedule has 
not been accepted by the faculty com-
mittee on athletics, Coach Wright 
looks forward to a most successful 
year for the team, with the additional 
number of men who have reported 
thus far. There has been an increased 
interest taken in the game this year, 
although there is still a need for more 
material. With a reinforced pitch-
ing staff, together with the field can-
didates, the Blue and Gold should give 










755 Main Street near Pearl 
The infield will probably remain 
intact from last year with the excep-
tion of the position at shortstop left 
vacant by the graduation of Hard-
man. Gooding, who received serious 
injuries in the game with Williams 
last season, has now returned, and 
~II fill the position at shortstop, 
With Bush and Sturm alternating at 
second base. As yet it is uncertain 
whether DesChamps will resume his 
place on the squad in competition for 
his regular position at first base. 
Am,ong the other candidates are Tas-
jian, Farrar, Durand, Keating, Foss, 
and Coleman, who is competing at 
third. 
HARTFORD NATIONAL 
BANK AND TRUST CO. 
A CHECKING ACCOUNT IS A 
GREAT CONVENIENCE. 
Resources Over $40,000,000 
PLIMPTON'S 
Stationers, Engravers, Printen 
252 Pearl Street, at Ann 
problems anything but literary, there-----------------'----------------
wel~e many who revered Virgil but ~unmmmmunmummmuunm•m•m••m,.nml!mummummm•m•unnummummm•mu•uu,u•mn•mnumumnm•m•mmm••muu"um•mum•un•u•unmm .... mnn11mmmuunm••m••m•"1 
did not appreciate him. As the me- - -
diaeval period extended, Latin began ·----·~ : ___.~
to wane. Virgil was accepted as su- _ 
preme in grammar and rhetorical s . ' 
questions yet was denounced by a te 
Christian world, as were all other ..,ger s 
pagan writers. It 
But Virgil soon regained his pass-
ing popularity at the appearance of M ' s h 
Dante's "Divina Commedia" in which en s op 
the Augustan poet appears in grand~ 
eur. Through the interpretation of 
the character of Virgil and also § 1 
~~~~~~~ ~~~h ~~ea~ice~~tr:~~h,Vi~~l~ I · • ! 
the study of classical writers was rec- ~ 4 ! 
ommended to the people of that time. ~ ~ I 
In closing the speaker told of the ;; i 
interesting facts about Virgil's magic. 1 p "H '1 b • i 
£~:~j~E:~::~;?;;;~~~ =··.1·.' "T ra vela "
0
~ we a :er:
1
d ge" .. :::::.. Shirts ~~ 
ated on. This power they had from 
Virgil. Stories of these rocks were 
first told by word of mouth through- " "' i 
out Italy and later through Europe =-__ .! •. ~.' 
in the days of the troubadors. In 
Italy they were held as true but in • ' 
Europe, due to the vivid descriptions i MAIN FLOOR i 
of the relators, they_ were held as 1... I 
"black magic." Today the stories of 1 
the stones are of no value, nor is :.1-llllllllllllll\IIIIIIUIIIIIIIIII/IIIIIIIIUIRIIIIIIUIIUIIUIIIIIUIWIIUWU&U~IItNUIUIIUUIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItllltUIIIUIIIIUIIIIIIMIIIIIII,..I~ 
1873. 
Rev. Dr. Henry M. Barbour, re-
tired rector of the Church of the 
Beloved Disciple, New York City, 




Federal Circuit Court Judge Joseph 
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1910. 1916. Hartford Police Court, is resting com-
A daughter, Joan Barwick Castator, fortably in St. Francis's Hospital af-
3 
1923. 
Martin F. Gaudian is teaching at 
Butler University, Indianapolis, Ind. 
• • 
1924. J. R. Cook was also elected a vice-
president of the Arrow, Hart & Hege-
man Mfg. Company. 
was born Saturday, February 1, to ter an operation for appendicitis. He 
Thomas Birmingham is doing some 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick B. Castator of was taken to the hospital Tuesday 
of the detail work for the State of 
* * 
1911. 
Mr. Clarence E. Sherman has been 
Cincinnati, Ohio. Mrs. Castator was afternoon and the operation was per-
formerly Miss Ruth Storrs of this formed that night. His condition is 
city. not serious but the time of his dis-
• • charge from the hospital has not yet 
1919. been set. 
Connecticut in the river diversion 
case against Massachusetts. 
• • 
Buffington of Philadelphia was paid appointed librarian of the Providence 
high tribute for his services by Con- Public Library. 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Segur, Sigma 
Stanley H. Leeke, Director of Rec-
Nu, have a daughter, Margaret C. 
l'eation in Hamden, Conn., was mar-
Segur. gressman James M. Beck in the House 




Robert H. Coleman, Saranac 
Lake, N.Y., who built St. Anthony 
Hall, died March 15, in his 74th 
year at Hyde Park, N. Y. His 
body was buried in the family plot 
in Laurel Hill Cemetery, Phila-




Walter Wood Parsons, vice-presi-
dent of the Atlantic Mutual Insurance 
Company, has been elected president 
of that organization. 
• • 
1908. 
Harvey P~nd was recently elected 
a vice-president of the Arrow, Hart 
& Hegeman Mfg. Company. 
* * 
1909. 
Senator Michael A. Connor suffered 
a hemorrhage recently while attend-
ing the convention of the Associated 
General Contractors in New Orleans. 
He has recovered and is again direct-
ing the work of his company. 
• • 1925. 
* * ried to Miss Arlene Congdon, Hart-
1913. 
1920. 
Chambers Chow is manager of the Condition of J. E. Breslin Reported 
Hankow office of the Shanghai Com- as Comfortable. 
mercia! and Savings Bank. James E. Breslin, clerk of the 
ford, March 17. The Reverend Ar- Mr. and Mrs. Morris Freedman of 
thur L. Adams performed the cere- Philadelphia, Pa., have announced the 
mony. They will live at 32 Moulton engagement of their daughter, Miss 
Street, Whitneyville, Conn. Pearl E. Freedman, to Dr. Edward 
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ALTAR IN GRACE CHURCH, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO., 
A gift of the late Oarence Carpenter, 1882, and Mrs. Carpenter. 
Designed by Frohman, Robb & Little. 
(The pictuTes that aTe printed 
in this number show Grace 
Chu1·ch, Colorado Springs, Colo., 
designed by Frohman, Robb, & 
Vittle, architects of the College 
Chapel, of which Rev. Paul 
Roberts, 1909, is the rector. The 
altar was a gift of the late Clar-
ence CaTpenter, 1882, who died 
in 1928, and of Mrs. Carpenter. 
The tower of the chuTch can be 
recognized as an ea1·lier concep-
tion of the magnificent 163 foot 
tower that will soon be the dom-
inant feature of the Trinity 
campus. 
r 
B. LeWinn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis 
E. Le Winn of Love Lane. Miss Freed-
man is a graduate of the Philadelphia 
Normal School. Dr. LeWinn attend-
ed Trinity College and Jefferson Med-
ical College. 
William K. Applebaugh will become 
a master next year at the Blair 
School, Blairstown, N. J . 
• • 
1926. 
Mr. and Mrs. Stimpson Hubbard of 
Brooklyn, N. Y., have announced the 
birth of a son, John Stimpson Hub-
bard. 
* • . 
1927. 
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. L. Brown of 
Little Rock, Ark., have announced the 
engagement of their daughter, Miss 
Helen Arline Brown, to Philip Mark-
ham Kerridge, Jr., son of the Rev. 
Philip Markham Kerridge of New 
London. Miss Brown is a member of 
the Senior Class at Vassar College. 
Mr. Kerridge attended Trinity College 
and is a member of Alpha Delta Phi 
fraternity. The wedding will take 
place June 14 in New London. 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brown Noble 
have announced the birth of a daugh-
ter, Nancy Brown Noble. 
REV. PAUL ROBERTS, 1909, 
Roberts was a carrvpus leadeT 
during his undergraduate days; 
a member of the football team, 
captain of the hockey team, a 
member of the track team, 
leader of the glee club, college 
marshal, president of the mis-
sionary society, a member of 
The Jesters, of the Sophomore 
Dining Club, and of Psi Upsi-
lon.) 
GRACE CHURCH, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. 
Designed by Frohman, Robb & Little, 
Architects of the College Chapel. Rector of Grace Church, Colorado Springs. 
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THE WHITLOCK PRIZES 
Once again the date of the competition for the Brown and 
'.Yhitlock oratorical prizes is drawing near, and the s~all numb.er 
of student who have entered their names as candidates indicates 
the sad fact that this year may be a repetition of last year's dis-
interest in the three prizes which have been in the past the most 
sought after honors at Trinity. The recent success of the Athe-
naeum's debating team against another college and the general 
succe s which the organization itself has enjoyed shows that there 
is an abundance of interest in public speech making, and it would 
be a matter of pity if there were not enough contestants to warrant 
the awarding of these three really worth-while prizes. 
A great deal which might be said about lack of spirit and gene-
ral disinterest in affairs extra-curricular can be omitted in this case. 
The contest should inspire competition through its own virtues 
alone, but the fact that it offers the largest monetary prizes in 
college should furni sh an added incentive. 
CURRICULUM VERSUS EXTRA-CURRICULUM 
This year of 1930 will be unpleasantly impressed on the minds 
of some as the yeai· w,hen tl1e new chapel, class, and gym cut sys-
tems were inaugurated. With several m'en facing dism'issal from 
college for over-cutting physical training, and with the knowledge 
dawning on several others that over-cutting classes have reduced 
their year grade ten points, or that they will have to attend chapel 
every day next yea1• in order to graduate, the rest of u s can well 
take warning and mend our ways. "Vhatever our opinions and 
criticism,s of the new system, the college office seems to mean 
business. 
'.Yithout criticising the different systems, it might be appro-
priate to investigate some of the reasons f.or this over-cutting 
epidemic. Chief among the evils connected with cutting of classes 
is, of course, the faculty bugbear of extra-curricular activities. The 
editorial column of the "Yale News" said very definitely yesterday: 
"Coinciding with this same idea, the 'News' has advocated that 
students be debarred outside activities after mid-years of senior 
year. " Tith a cessation of these activities, seniors would have more 
leisure in which to take advantage of courses that they would other-
wise not elect because of the amount of time involved in prepara-
t ion. Altogether this would be helpful in limiting the amount of 
time spent, but it might not offset the nullljber of extra-curricula r 
activities . 
"That the colleges throughout the country are aware that action 
must be taken to restore a proper equilibrium is seen by the an-
nouncement that a convention of college registrars will meet to 
consider, among other questions, 'methods of controlling extra-
curriculum' activities.' We will watch with interest any recommen-
dation of this body to correct one of the greatest evils in the modern 
university." 
THE TRIPOD 
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THE LORE OF THE UNICORN, by 
Odell Shepard; Houghton-
Mifflin Company, New York 
and Boston. 
Aelian. Still pressing forward, we 
meet the elder Pliny, Julius Solinus, 
Oppian, and even the mighty Julius 
Caesar. 
And now our search takes us off 
(THE LORE OF THE UN!- on another track. We are to abandon 
CORN is Professor Odell Shep- the literature of the ancients and take 
a1·d's inte1·im book written dur- up our course in The Holy Hunt. 
ing an interval between pages of After a preliminary discussion con-
his work on SOLITUDE. After cerning the propriety of the use of the 
three months research at the word "unicorn" in the King James 
Bodleian Library and the British Version of the Bible, and having 
Museum, and a trip through chased the varied clues that are 
France and Italy, especially brought to our attention in this dis-
Rome and Venice and the Italian cussion, we direct our hounds (our 
Lakes to examine some unpub- eyes and mind) in pursuit of one of 
lished unicorn tapestries, this the most fascinating of all the uni-
work was compiled in six weeks. corn lore, we trace the growth of 
Written at Boars Hill, above Christian symbolism that evolved 
Oxford, close by the homes of from the fabled habits and powers of 
Gilbert Murray, John Masefield, the unicorn. And it is in this part of 
and Robert Bridges, after turn- our search that we come upon much 
ing aside from his important that reveals the intricate, delicate 
task, this book is offered in a growth of human thought; we are 
spirit of relaxation by Professor amazed at how significant the lore 
Shepard elaborated by his philo- of the unicorn has become, for we 
sophie interest and study of his- learn that "from the time of Isadore 
tory of thought in this particu- (636 A. D.) to the present day he 
lar subject. He is interested in (the unicorn) has been more signifi-
how the idea grew up and finally cant to the imagination and more 
c1·umbled under science and does prominent therefore in literature and 
not claim it to be the work of a art, than any other beast that man 
pure pedant, hard and close in has made more or less "in his own 
its text. It is a creation of in- image." 
te1·esting experience and thought Having firmly established ourselves 
of great magnitude. in the unicorn lore of Christianity, 
From Harvard and from Trin- we are able to rest awhile and spend 
ity we have expression of en- some time in Shaping Fantasies. We 
thusiasm for this "wise and trace the use of the unicorn as a 
beautiful book", and THE TRI- figure much used in heraldry; we see 
POD offers a review of THE how its Christian symbolism influ-
LORE OF THE UNICORN in enced its use "When Knighthood was 
this issue.) in Flower", how chivalry and the 
spirit of a chivalric time caught up 
the lore of the unicorn and made it 
part of the life and thought of the 
Sl~<,~<,~<,~<, 
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Try It - You'll Like ltl 
The Bryant& 
Chapman Company 
330 Woodland St.; Phone 2-0264. 
Quality, Courtesy, Sernc:e. 
SEE OUR DISPLAY AT THE 
UNION EVERY FRIDAY~ 
MAX PRESS., INC. 
Tailors, Clothiers, Haberdashera 
Middletown: Hartford Office: 
'W5 Main Street Bond Hotel On the table before me lies a book 
bound in vermilion and with yellow-
edged pages. The front cover bears 
the impression of a rampant unicorn 
done in gold, and on the binding is 
inscribed 
period. And gradually we see the Qi::H:Iii;H;I'Q-I:Ja-li;H;Ii:H:Ja-l:H:f-J:H:H:H:H:fl:H::H:H:H:fQ 






It is such a book as would delight the 
bibliomane and prove a source of 
pleasure to the bibliophile; it is both 
good to look J.t and good to read. 
Now, as is true of many books, 
classified as "good to read", it is very 
difficult to write a review of "The 
Lore of the Unicorn." There is a 
lurking tendency either to be over-
exuberant or too suppressed in giving 
it just praise. To avoid both ex-
tremes, I shall ask you to review it 
with me. 
In his introduction to the book, Mr. 
Shepard succeeds in establishing that 
evasive quality known as personal 
tone which he probably achieved in 
the writing of essays. Since this very 
quality in his commentary saves much 
of the quoted material in the book 
from becoming dull, it is worth our 
consideration. The book is a collec-
tion of rumor, legend, and fact, 
tracked down and caught in the pages. 
Mr. Shepard tells us at the outset 
that he has "hunted the unicorn chief-
ly in lil;lraries, realizing the delightful 
absurdity of the task quite as fully 
as any one could point out to" him. 
But the book is more than that; it 
is a "minute contribution to the 
study of the only subject that deeply 
and permanently concerns us-human 
nature and the ways of human 
thought." 
Having thus been forewarned, we 
are ready to plunge into The Gorgeous 
East, the first chapter of the text 
proper. We are transferred to one 
of the summits of Mediterranean 
Civilization, back to the fourth cen-
tury before Christ, and into the liter-
ature of the period. The writings of 
a little-known author, Ctesias, sets us 
off on our library hunt, and through 
his work we learn the field in which 
we are to work, for beginnings at 
least. Aristotle's commentary is 
brief but influential, and we pass on 
five hundred years to the work of 
springing from the unicorn legends. 
After covering East and West in 
attempt to collect information on the 
habitat of the unicorn, we are allowed 
another stop-over and we consider 
The Treasure of his Brow. Here 
again the growth of human thought 
is revealed; we are given glimpses 
into the minds of men in many re-
gions, and we learn much of the power 
of the alicorn (the unicorn's horn). 
This will prove one of the most fas-
cinating of our adventures into "The 
Lore of the Unicorn", and The Battle 
of Books comes too soon upon us. 
However, with the growth in thought 
there comes into being a difference 
of opinion in the minds of men. And 
so we must pass on to the expression 
of these various opinions. Marini, 
Bacci, Pare, Thevet, Catalan, Bartho-
linus; these names and many others 
which before our participation in The 
Battle of Books were mere names, 
become vital in our understanding of 
the development of human tho11ght. 
After every battle there are false 
reports, and so it is to be expected 
that Rumours might follow hard upon 
The Battle of Books. Rumours 
brings back to our mind the fact that 
through all our adventure we have 
been under the guidance of Mr. Shep-
ard. It is he who has opened to us a 
scope almost world-wide. 
So engrossed had we become in 
"The Lore of the Unicorn" that we 
forgot to stop now and then to com-
ment on the splendid work done by 
Mr. Shepard. Let us, therefore, pass 
over Conjectures, Certainties, and 
Reflections, and give some thought 
to what features other than subject 
matter make "The Lore of the Uni-
corn" a book good to read. 
We have already noticed the per-
sonal tone in the introduction. We 
must mention, too, the delightful 
sense of humor that Mr. Shepard dis-
plays throughout the book. He never 
lets himself stray into the deep abyss 
of gloom that often surrounds the 
hunter in libraries. He manages 
somehow to control the ventilators 
and let in a fresh gust of air just 
before the odor of old books suffo-
cates. Nor d9es he succumb to the 




If a man in the morn-
ing hear the right way, 
he may die in the eve-
ning without regret. 
-Confucius. 
PRINTING 
OF THE BETTER CLASS 
AT CONSIDERATE COSTS 
172 PEARL STREET 
Publication Work a Specialty 
MONOTYPE COMPOSITION 
LINOTYPE COMPOSITION 
Printers of ''The Tripod" 
~OCAL ALPHA CHI RHO 
DEFEAT YALE CHAPTER 
Familiarity with Squash Courts 
Give Trinity Men Slight Edge 
Over Opponents 
In a closely contested tournament 
held Sunday afternoon, March 23, on 
the courts of the Trowbridge Memo-
rial, the squash racquets team repre-
senting the Phi Psi Chapter of Alpha 
Chi Rho at Trinity Coliege succeeded 
in defeating the Phi Delta Chapter of 
Yale by a score of 3 to 1 in matches 
played. 'I'. McCullock, Ward, Hunt, 
and Light of Yale opposed Arnold, 
l\funnweiler, Isaerwood, and Cornwell, 
who carried the Trinity attack for the 
afternoon. As all the matches were 
taken by a close score, it was the 
slight superiority combined with a fa-
m.iliarity of the courts, that aided the 
home players in clinching the final 
victory by a narrow margin. 
Arnold and McCullock, the number 
one men ·of both teams, gave a fast 
exhibition of corner and close wall 
shots, while Isherwood and Pearson 
Hunt of the visitors fought the clos-
e~t match of the afternoon in which 
the former nosed out victorious with 
a few telling shots in the deciding 
g ames of the series. 
Although the matches were sched-
uled to be played in New Haven, the 
t eams met at Trinity, because of the 
razing of the Yale courts in prepara-
tion for the construction of an addi-
tion to the Harkness Memorial. As 
J ohn Isherwood, manager of the Trin-
ity team, was especially satisfied with 
t he results of the past meeting, 
:--nother series of games will be ar-
-::anged in the near future when the 
Phi Psi men will meet those of other 
Chapters. 
In the final results of the contest, 
Arnold of Trinity defeated McCullock 
of Yale by a score of 4 to 1 in games, 
the last being won by one point, 
w hile Mannweiler easily turned back 
R. A. Light of the visitors, 4. to 0. 
''Dutch" Isherwood of the home team 
g ained a 5 to 2 victory over Hunt, of 
Yale, but Cornwell was beaten by L. 
B. W,ard of the visitors, 4 to 2. 
MUSICAL SERVICE HELD 
AT WEDNESDAY CHAPEL 
Dr. Starkie Plays "Concerto" 
Vivaldi on His Violin; 
Nugent Accompanies 
by 
In the first niusical service of the 
_year, which was held last Wednesday 
in Chapel, Dr. Walter Starkie, Pro-
fessor of Modern Languages at Trin-
ity College, Dublin, was assisted by 
the Choir and Glee Club. 
The service was opened by the sing-
ing of the Baccalaureate Hymn by 
the entire college body, after which 
President Ogilby introduced Dr. Star-
kie who, accompanied by Charles 
Nugent, played the last movement of 
"Concerto", a Rumanian Melody, by 
the 18th Century composer, Antonie 
Vivaldi. The choir then sang "The 
God of Abram, Praise", a well-known 
church anthem in which solos were 
rendered by Frederick Wierk and Wil-
liam Norvell. This was followed by 
the playing of several selections by a 
trio composed of Dr. Starkie, violin; 
William Welivar, 'cello; and Charles 
Nugent, piano. The glee club con-
tinued by singing Grieg's "Land 
.Sighting", and then prayers, led by 
President Ogilby, were given for the 
future prosperity of Trinity College, 
Dublin, and Trinity College, Hartford. 
In ending the service the glee club, 
choir, and college body sang the 
"Trinity Hymn." 
THE TRIPOD 
INTERCOLLEGIATE NEWS LORD PERCY ADDRESSES 
ROUND TABLE GATHERING 
NEW DORMITORY PLANS 
RAPIDLY PROGRESSING. 
(Continued from page 1.) 
W'e've been seeing thousands of 
Jesters' notices on the bulletin 
board lately, and it sort of looks like 
something dramatic is going to hap-
pen ere long. A most interesting ed-
itorial in the "Tuft's Weekly" shows 
how they go in for dramatics up at 
that august institution. 
Certainly Tufts as a whole can be 
proud of the production of "Anna 
Christie", by Pen, Paint, and Pret-
zels, last week in the Jackson gym-
nasium. The last item adds much to 
the praise due to the cast and pro-
ducing staff, who gave this play un-
der the innumerable difficulties of 
our part time theatre. Although 
there is a divergence of opinion as 
to the choice of the play, it was one 
which required considerable courage 
to attempt, and steady persistent 
work to present in as finished a form 
as we saw here. The play itself and 
O'.Neill's fame brought a dramatic 
critic out from the Boston "Trans-
cript." But the same critic went 
back to praise the production itself 
as one of artistic merit. w;hat is 
more, he spoke of the distinguished 
record of difficult plays attempted 
successfully by our dramatic societies 
in the past, and conceded "Anna 
Christie" to be up to this tradition. 
(And he did this in spite of the hard 
seats· of our Gym theatre.) 
All of which may or may not have 
anything to do with us. At any rate 
we might ponder on it for a little 
spell and see that it might have some-
thing to do with us. "Anna Christie" 
is a gigantic undertaking and is, no 
doubt, a great deal more than we 
could expect from the Jesters. Trin-
ity's not being a co-educational insti-
tution naturally limits its dramatic 
society's productions. However, the 
talent that has been shown by the 
Jesters in past productions, together 
with the hidden talent on the campus 
which is still to be revealed, promises 
much success in the spring produc-
tion whatever it is. A glance at the 
last sentence of the above clipping 
must be of interest to those people 
who insist that the Jesters give their 
performances anywheres but in Alum-
ni Hall. 
• • 
Noted English Diplomat Speaks the size of the fund was inadequate 
at the Yale International to build the type of building that 
Relations Conference would fit in to the architectural de-
sign of the rest of the buildings on 
Stressing the vital importance of campus, and the trustees decided to 
the Pacific area in international re- hold the money and wait until a suf-
Jations, and predicting that the stage ficient amount had accumulated. 
of those relations would soon shift to It is expected in the future that the 
the countries bordering this "extraor- dormitories will follow the general 
dinary ocean," Lord Eustace Percy de- plan of the older ones, such as Jarvis 
livered in Sprague Hall last night the Hall, which is built on the Holworthy 
opening lecture of the Yale Interna- Plan, so named after Holworthy Hall 
tiona! Relations Conference. He se- at Harvard University. This involves 
verely criticised the European diplo- an entry with stairs up the center 
matic habit of considering the United and on each floor, two double suites, 
States and other Pacific countries as having a large study in the front of 
being on the "extreme left" of the the building, and two bedrooms in 
map, intimating that Europe did not the rear. The advantages of such a 
fully realize the significance of this plan are great; the fire hazard is 
territory. minimized, and the noise is reduced, 
Although "Anglo-American Rela- which is a considerable problem in a 
tions" was the topic of his address, building of the corridor type. It is 
Lord Percy devoted considerable time the type of construction which can be 
to discussing this question of the p 11_ built unit after unit as the need 
cific. 
With regard to relations between 
Britain and the United States speci-
arises. 
fically, Lord Percy expressed the con- really necessary relations between the 
viction that the diplomats of these United States and the British Com-
countries have far too many years monwealth of Nations owing to their 
been discussing each other's opinions, common geographical position on that 
and have failed to touch seriously up- ocean. 
on each other's real political and econ- America has pursued a policy of 
omic problems. isolation, but can never quite isolate 
"Perhaps the most significant event herself from Britain and British Em-
in international relations since the pire although she may gain partial 
war is the utter inability of any Euro- seclusion from the European and 
pean statesman at the Paris Confer- Asiatic countries. If the United 
ence to appreciate American feeling States is interested in any problem 
on the subject of Shantung. The of foreign policy outside Anglo-
W:ashington Conference marked a American relations, she inquires what 
great step towards a better under- Britain thinks about it and then if 
standing of these things. It may be she disagrees, treats the British view 
doubted, however, whether the best on the subject as if it were the thing 
use has been made of this beginning. itself. And where there is real dis-
Periodical conferences are not enough. agreement with a real British view, 
Has not the United States rather the disagreement is generally a mat-
tended since that time to drop the ter of form rather than of substance. 
This, of course, is a violent change task of defining her Pacific interests Unfortunately the atmosphere of pub-
of subject, but the following bit of and to discontinue the painful effort lie discussion in which all relations 
humor from the "Massachusetts Col- of discussing them with other Pow- between the two countries are car-
legian" seems most appealing (or " I th · · · · th 
should we say appalling!) 
ers. n e recurrmg cns1s m e ried on, tends not only to magnify 
affairs of China during the last few d · t f f b t t ake Economics p1•ofessor (in a course 1sagreemen s o orm, u o m 
on cooperatives)-"How do they years she has taken more or less a them positively more important than 
handle fertilizers?" line of her own, but she has not given differences of substance. 
Wise junior-"Pitchfork." a lead to other nations who, if they The world is unbalanced today not 
Personally, we are majoring in the had known her policy, would probably because the United States does not 
classics! . .. 
The following excerpt from a rather 
long but well-written article in "The 
Gold Bug" ought to interest the occu-
pants of Northam (or even Jarvis.) 
The bullsession is a salutary insti-
tution among college men. It must 
not, however, be confused with what 
is known as a "smutsession", for in 
no way are the two similar. The 
latter is a social parasite and, because 
it is all that its name implies, de-
serves no other mention in speaking 
of college life. The bullsession not 
only provides an efficient means of 
social contact among male students, 
but it serves also to expand their 
cultural, intellectual, and spiritual 
horizons. It is the one means by 
which students are enabled freely to 
express whatever· them·ies or points 
of view they may have conceived. All 
manner of subjects are discussed; and 
most significant is the fact that, no 
matter what topic may be under dis-
cussion, it is invariably interpreted 
in terms of what is commonly known 
among college men as "school spirit" 
or "attitude." 
• • 
have been prepared to follow her lead. participate at Geneva in discussing 
Lord Eustace touched on the history political problems in which she is not 
of the Pacific from early times and 
expressed the opinion that "it is the 
Pacific which will become one of the 
immediately interested, but because 
she has, I think never formulated even 
to herself the special political prob-
most important theaters of inter- !ems in which she does feel an inter-
national relations, if not the most im- est. The chief hope for a better bal-
portant." He said that future his- anced world and for a more settled 
torians would surely observe how system of Anglo-American relations 
strangely blind had been the two most lies in the realization by the United 
States of her own external interests. 
powerful nations of the world to the 
implications of their geographical 
position on the Pacific Ocean. Up 
to the present Britain had continued 
to exercise the strategic problem of 
the British Commonwealth of Nations 
mainly in terms of the Mediterranean 
and the Suez Canal and was even now 
only gradually awakening to the ex-
traordinary position of that Common-
wealth as a Pacific Power, or the 
holder of Equimault, Hong Kong, 
Singapore, Rockland and Sydney. 
Similarly, though in a Jesser degree, 
the United States had continued to re-
gard the results of the war of 1898 
The fact is that what the world 
needs is a new technique of inter-
national relations. Many of the un-
derstandings between the two peoples 
are due to the fact that they under-
rate the essential friendliness of their 
political relations and are consequent-
ly timid about talking real business 
to each other. Let the Englishman 
acknowledge the general friendship, 
candor, and generosity which has 
characterized the relations between 
the two nations, and let him bear 
grateful witness to the fact that it 
has been in the course of political 
work that he has formed many of 
these relations that have made him 
regard America, in a very real sense 
as a second home to him. 
5 
TRACK SQUAD BEGINS 
INTENSIVE TRAINING 
Poor Condition of Track and 
Weather Interferes with 
Regular Workouts 
The track squad is shaping up rap-
idly under the supervision of Coach 
Oosting, with the assistance of Joe 
Clark who is centering his attention 
on the jumping events. For the past 
two weeks, a squad of about forty 
men has been doing calisthenics, rope-
jumping, and indoor practice work, 
and with the advent of spring weath-
er, groups have been running on the 
campus while waiting for the track 
to be fully conditioned. 
Although Coach Oosting has not 
been able to classify all the material 
at hand, he says that from a hasty 
survey the outstanding men fall into 
somewhat the usual order in the 
events. Nye, who is captain of the 
team, Wright, and T. Wadlow will 
run in the 100 and 220, while Geiger, 
Roots, and Brainerd will do the half-
mile, with Ken Birch, a new man, 
falling in with them. H. J. Doolittle, 
Roots, Birch, and Ogg will work on 
the mile. Some of the two mile men 
are Carlton, H. D. Doolittle, and a 
new runner, Slosson while Dignam 
will continue his work on the hurdles, 
with Boleman, Christy, O'Keefe, and 
Oxford. 
In the field events, the men are 
well placed with the exception of the 
high jump which is still open. Two 
lettermen, Lovering, Higgins, and B. 
Paige are training on the pole vault 
under Clark's direction, with Welivar 
and J. Tracy on the broad jump. 
Strong, who was the high-pointer of 
the past season, is throwing the dis-
cus together with Spray and Rogers, 
the latter also hurling the javelin 
with Jahnke. Kalasinsky, Spray, 
Boleman, and Jahnke are all getting 
into practice with the shot. 
Manager Blauvelt announces that 
Robbins, R. L. Jones, Carlson, and 
Bjorkman are working for the assist-
ant managership. 
ALL STUDENTS ELIGIBLE 
FOR WHITLOCK PRIZES. 
(Continued from page 1.) 
Athenaeum debaters made an excel-
lent showing against the Aggie team 
from Storrs, few others have taken 
the trouble to train themselves in 
forensics, or other modes of expres-
sion. It is hoped that the members 
of the student body will realize that 
the ability to rise before a gathering 
and express one's thoughts logically 
and forcefully without hesitation, is 
one of the distinguishing marks of 
an educated person. 
BOOK REVIEW. 
(Continued from page 4.) 
Juring yellow of old parchments. He 
sees clearly the color and vividness 
of what is written in them and tran-
scribes it into translation and quota-
tion. In short, "The Lore of the Uni-
corn" combines the work of the schol-
ar, the poet and the man. 
In the Vivaldi "Concerto" Professor 
Starkie successfully portrayed the 
decorative elements of the Vienese 
school of musicians which reached its 
height in the 16th century. His keen 
understanding of the Gypsy music 
was likewise evidenced by the rendi-
tion of the traditional Rumanian Mel-
ody. Professor Starkie was equally 
successful in the numbers given in 
combination with the trio. Wednes-
day marked the termination of Pro-
fessor Starkie's visit to the college 
prior to his return to Ireland. 
Spring seems to be with us again, 
and no doubt the Sunday afternoon 
"Fires" will be in vogue again also. 
It seems too bad that Williamette 
College isn't nearer Hartford, for the 
"Tomahawk" tells us that: 
The co-eds at Williamette College 
(Continued on page 6.) 
in terms of Cuba and Porto Rico rath-
er than in terms of the Philippines 
and this tendency was intensified by 
the events of 1917-18 which diverted 
her attention temporarily to Europe. 
Thus, said Lord Eustace, a consid-
eration of the problem of the Pacific 
led directly to a consideration of the 
The Conference will continue today 
with Round Table discussions of Lord 
Percy's address last evening. Pro-
fessor Charles K. Webster of Wales 
University, Walter Lippmann of the 
"New York World," and Professor Ed-
win F. Gay of Harvard will lead these 
talks which will be held at 10 and 2 
in Sprague Memorial Hall. 
Returning once again to the book 
itself, we feel that some comment 
should be made concerning the well-
chosen plates and figures which illus-
trate the text. Not only are these 
liberally distributed throughout the 
book, but they also apply to the con-
text aptly. The chapter heads carry 
on the spirit of the book, and are in 
themselves interesting to study. The 
notes on the illustrations given in 
the last pages of the book add further 
to the enlightenment of the reader. 
The notes on the chapters, too, are 
"found in the back of the book, where 
they will trouble no one for whom 
they are not intended", as Mr. Shep 
ard so well expresses it. 
Within the covers of my vermilion 
book there is philosophy, folklore 
truth, and fiction, and all blend to 
gether in the glamourous beauty of 




YALE BANQUET HEARS 
GEORGE WICKERSHAM 
THE TRIPOD 
INTERCOLLEGIATE NEWS RIFLE CLUB ARRANGING A REAL BOOK SHOP 
(Continued from page 5.) MATCH WITH HARVARD 
declare flirting to be perfectly inno-
The well known Trinity Tailor Describes Work of Enforcement cent as it's the pride, heritage and 
Commission at Law Journal ambition of every woman. To their 
Plan to Hold Meet on Cambridge 
Range Before Easter Edwin Valentine Mitchell 
Higli Class and Fashionable Tailoring Dinner to Dean Clark mind, the college campus is a spot This Vacation 
Dress Suits and Tuxedos our Specialty par excellence to practice flirtations, 
BOOKSELLER, PUBLISHER AND 
PRINT DBALBR. 
At the Taft Saturday night, the for after all a girl wants some pleas- At the state armory last Saturday &5 Lincoln Street, Hartford. Hon. George Wickersham, Chairman ant memories after college days. And afternoon the Trinity Rifle Club com-
Telephone 6-9162. of the President's Commission which it's poor dad who pays! pleted its indoor practice season with ~7 Lewis Street, Hartford. 
THE TRINITY TAILOR 
Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing 
is studying law enforcement condi-
tions in the United States, outlined 
the work of the Commission in an 
address before 200 Law School pro-
• • 
Husky of "The Northeastern News" 
gives us this interesting bit of infor-
mation: 
We Call for and Deliver. fessors, students, and their friends. One of the ways that one of our 
Southern universities keeps its frater-
nities in line is quite good. If any 
fraternity has an average below 
seventy-five in scholastic work the 
council revokes the fraternity's right 
to hold dances until they have lifted 
their standing. 
the entire group of marksmen pres·· 
ent. As the squad has been prepar-
ing for the outdoor season, arrange-
ments are being made for a dual meet 
with the Harvard team on the Cam-
bridge range and although the match 
will probably be held shortly before 
MAC'S MODERN 
BARBER SHOP 
Tel. 6-0535. 1504 Broad Street. The occasion was the thirty-ninth an- Just Across the Line from 
Vernon Street 




8. Fltclaner and G. Codraro, Proprietora. 
r:ual banquet of the "Yale Law Jour-
nal'', when the incoming board took 
over the direction of that publication 
from their predecessors. Professor 
Felix Frankfurter of the Harvard 
Law School was the <Jther principal 
the Easter vacation on the 200-yard 
Modern 
range, the winning team will be 
Sanitary Service, where 
saves time and money. 
determined by the aggregation of the 
five best scores. Besides this meet, 
several other telegraphic matches are 
A. NORMAN, Proprietor. 
361 ZION STREET. 
ODI 
27 Pearl Street, Hartford, Conn. speaker at the dinner, whose guest 
Branch-2 Grove St., Old Times Bldg. of honor was Dean Charles E. Clark, 
W·e wonder just what would happen 
if such a ruling should go into effect 
around these parts! now being planned. 




U. S. Transport Pilot. 
New Standard 5-Piace Plane. 
Wright Whirlwind Motor. 
Will go Anywhere at Anytime. 
Aviation Field, Hartford, Coma. 
Telephone 7-5162. 
THE CASE, LOCKWOOD 
AND BRAINARD CO. 
PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS 
AND PAPER RULERS 
85 TrumbuU Street 
BarHord, Conn. 
OH BOYS! 
Don't forget to call on 
The Professional Building 
Barber Shop. 
59 High Street, Hartford, Conn. 
Trinity Men Prefer 
THE HEUBLEIN 
BARBERSHOP 
58 Mulberry Street, Hartford. 
Trinity Barber Shop 
OVER THE ROCKS. 
We Solicit Your Trade. 
Best Workmanship. 
209 ZION STREET. 
THE SANITARY TAILOR 
CLEANING, PRESSING, 
DYEING, REPAIRING 
211 ZION STREET. 
THE COLLEGE STORE 
1911, of the Law School. 
Upholding the traditions of the 
"Law Journal" for humor, Prof. Wes-
ley A. Sturges, the toastmaster, was 
witty in his introductory remarks. 
The first speaker was Benjamin 
Nassau, the retiring Editor-in-Chief. 
He reviewed the progress the "Jour-
nal" has made in the past year and 
praised the · work of his associates on 
the board. Thomas I. Emerson, the 
incoming chairman, followed with a 
few remarks on the expectations of 
his board, and outlined a few of the 
evils they would attempt to remedy. 
• • 
Those poor unfortunates who find picked from the following high men: 
it so hard to get to classes on time, Laubin, Lawton, Eddy, Mitchell, Bald-
and who feel somewhat chagrined win, H. J. Doolittle, H. D. Doolittle, 
when the Profs hand in half cuts for Hall and Anderson. The individual 
them when they are late, ought to put scores of Hall and Anderson were 
aside all their prejudices which they exceptionally high, as they made their 
hold against the poor Intercollegiate 
"Newsist" and read this which ap-
pears in the "W¢~shington Collegian": 
first appearance with the squad at 
the final practice session. Although 
"A great percentage of Hopkins' neither of the men have had exper-
professors still persist in the high 
school practice of calling the roll. It 
is extremely difficult to find any logi-
cal reason for the continuance of this 
practice, unless it be considered as a 
means of penalizing men who miss 
more than the usual amount of 
classes. Roll-call then, constitutes a 
threat which the professor holds over 
men whom he is supposed to be lead-
ience in intercollegiate matches, they 
have long practiced marksmanship 
in the past, and their efforts will 
strengthen the regulars greatly in the 
future. 
You shouldn't do that, for fear 
The trash might hit the cloisonne jar 
On the table. 
ing along the path of enlightenment. You shouldn't want to break that, 
If the instructor is to be considered I shouldn't want you to either, be-
cause-
-Well-
In its intricate design 
In its purple, rose, and blue 
There most clearly I see you! 
-C. Agnew. 
• • 
"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS" 
Arranged by 
KEN MACKAY 
332 ASYLUM STREET 
. Telephone 7-1157 
DON LEE 
First Class Laundry 
84 MADISON STREET 
A Complete Music Store 
Conducted for You and 
Yours Who Are Musical 
McCOY'S Inc. 
"Law and the University" was the 
subject chosen by Professor Frank-
furter, who spoke next. He brought 
forth the idea that a university should 
regard the law as a science, and 
should encourage its Law School as 
much as possible. The schools, of 
which there are about sixty now in 
the country, are of inestimable value 
in keeping up the high standard of 
the profession as a whole. It is im-
possible for them to do good work in 
this field in a short time, said 
Prof. Frankfurter. Scholarship can-
as a person whose duty it is to force 
the men under him to perform dis-
agreeable tasks, then roll-call certain-
ly is of assistance to him. But if the 
instructor be regarded as a guide to 
men who are students like himself 
with the distinction that they are less 
experienced only, then roll-call is an 
anomaly."-"The News Letter"-
87 Asylum St. 
We 'll close with these very approp- Hartford 
riate lines from the "Polytechnic Re-
246 Main St. 
New Britaiu 
Johns Hopkins University. 
• • 
not thrive under a demand for speed, Just look what happens at North-
eastern!: 
but given time, the law schools can 
turn out men who will be a credit to 
the school and the .Profession. 
The President appointed Mr. Wick-
ersham to head his commission to dis-
cover what was wrong with the prob-
lem of law enforcement in this coun-
try. It is studying the modern .code 
of criminal procedure throughout the 
nation, he said, with a view to improv-
ing conditions, and is also investigat-
ing the administration of law. Law 
is by no means uniformly practiced 
everywhere, and his group wishes to 
standardize it to a higher degree. 
In many states, said Mr. Wicker-
sham, the judges are elected, are sub-
ject to recall, and are to a large de-
gree under the influence of public 
emotion. With the help of the law 
schools, it is hoped that some. remedy 
for this condition can be found. The 
development of the relation of the in-
Once more we see the caps and 
gowns of the honor fraternity. The 
new members of the Senate are re-
quired to wear this insignia, and even 
if it is a trifle noticeable, I have 
never seen anyone who has ever re-
fuse to wear it. 
How long has Psi U had a chapter 
there? 
• • 
Freshman-"Wtell, good night." 
Freshman Woman-"Good night." 
Sophomore- "Aw, pleesh, just 
once." 
Sophomore W oman-"Don't be fool-
ish; it's not being done this season." 
Junior-"Just once more." 
Junior Woman-"It's getting late, 
but--." 
Senior-"Gawd and how." 
Senior Woman-"Oh, Oh!" 
-Pelican. 
• • 
We must get some of this poetry 
off our chest! The "Gold Bug" gives 
us this. We hope you like it. 
TO-
dividual to crime is another difficulty Toni'ght 
I was tired so I went into 
which is being studied, especially with your room, 
relation to the child as a source of I thought you were not at home but 
crime. The hope of the future lies you were. 
in the child, said Mr. Wickersham. Yes, you were there, 
porter." 
Breathes there a stude 
So filled with hate 
Who doesn't think 
Our column's great? 
We take it that "stude" is an ab-
breviation for "student." 
THE COLLEGE TAILOR 
STUDENT TAILORING 
Pressing and Repairing 
At Reasonable Rates 
H. BORNSTEIN, Proprietor 
1279 BROAD STREET 
Have you chosen 
your life work? 
IN THE field of health service the Har-
vard University Dental School-the old-
est dental school connected with any 
university in the United States-offers 
thorough well·balanced cour5es in all 
branches of dentistry. All modem equip. 
ment for practical work under supet· 
vision of men high in the profess~on. 
Write for details and admission .-.:quir~ 
tMnts to Leroy M. S. Miner, DeatJ 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
DENTAL SCHOOL 
Dept. 8 , Longwood Ave., Boston, MaoL 
THE PLACE OF ACCOMMODATION He hopes also that he and his com- In the pictures on the wall carelessly 
hung, CL HES 
M. W. SCHER, Prop. 
44 Vern on Street, Hartford, Conn. 
Spring and Summer Samples, both 
Imported and Domestics, are here for 
your inspection. 
S. Z. TOBEY 
Phone 6-1763 
Corner Vernon & Washington Sts. 
THE UNIVERSITY TAILOR. 
With a reputation of 29 years' stan~ In 
makinll' clothea exclaslvel:r for Colle~re Men. 
The VALET SHOP TAILORS 
mission will be able to restrict in- In the even fall of the bed cover, 
temperance, and reduce poverty. Out 
of all this study and all this ferment 
about law enforcement, be hopes will 
come a better nation. 
Dean Clarke spoke briefly at the 
end of the dinner. He mentioned a 
few of the changes in the school 
since earlier days. The alumni have 
become more interested, the students 
have more initiative and are more 
willing to work, beside working well 
with the faculty in the school. 
In the table, with a book 
Of calculus open wide, and 
Your glasses by its side. In the rack, 
Collected Poems of Rupert 
Brooke, Rubiayat of Omar Kha-
yam, Homer's Odyssey, Stories 
and Fables for Children, and a 
Classical Dictionary. 
Back of the table is the waste basket. 
How you reach it I don't know, 
I'm. inclined to think you throw 
All your trash out the window. 
ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY STYLES. 
TAILORED OVER YOUTHFUL CHARTS SOLELY P'OII 
DI6TINGUI8Hil0 SERVICE IN THil UNITED UATU 
~ • i 
([h~~te~ }~house 
suits 540, •45, •so overcoats 
